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ANN SHERIDA
The ‘Oomph Girl’ in her greatest tri-oomph!

DICK POWELL
A college music prof...3 drinks and he hits the ceiling!

PAGE

—GALE

She once took piano lessons, but the black keys always got mixed
with the white, so she became a song writer!

Heten BRODERICK
First of the Killer-Dillers; she married a saxophone player and was
voted the “black sheep”’ of the family!

ALLEN JENKINS
AND

JERRY COLONNA
Alleged

song-writing

team.

They

always

get their first letters

of

STARS ANDA GREAT
A WARNER

BROS. PICTURE: Directed by RAY ENRIGHT
Country of origin U. S. A. Copyright 1939 Vitagragh, Inc.

FOR YOUR MARQUEE
She takes to a harp as a wrestler puts
ona scissors hold!

RONALD REAGAN
Watch this baby, he has a nickel with two heads!

Stapsie Maxte Rosenbloom
Killer, the butler; an ex-pug who was floored so many times they
started to sell advertising space on the soles of his shoes!

|

LUIS ALBERNI
An orchestra conductor

who belongs on a street car

instead!

Hobart CAVANAUGH
A piano tuner, 88 keys on a piano, and he’s always picking on one!

1

. Nar Jirtersuc Cuamps
See the rug-cutters that won the world’s championship go to town in
a strictly hep-to-jive jam session!

With

Acknowledgments

to

Richard

All rights reserved. Copyright is waived to magazines and newspapers.

Wagner,

Franz

Liszt, Wolfgang

Mozart,

Johannes

Sebastian

Bach

4 ‘SOLID TUNES ‘SEND’ YOUR SHOWING!
Warren-Mercer

tunes air-ed on all big pro-

grams...
Tie up with music stores for promotion

aid... Plant 4-day contest (see page 7)...Plug
songs over P.A. system...Other ideas, page 7.

GET THAT ‘OOMPH INTO YOUR CAMPAIGN!
Ann Sheridan's selection as nation’s number
one Oomph Girl’ is tipoff...Find local ‘oomph’
gal... Plant fashion layout...Use poster cutouts
of Ann Sheridan... See more ideas on page 6.

PLANT THE ‘JITTERBUG JARGON’ CONTEST!
See next page for five-day newspaper contest
selling the comedy situations of “Naughty But
Nice”... Other easy-to-plant contests spotted
throughout the exploitation pages 5 through 8.

SWING OUT WITH LOBBY & STREET STUNTS!

dpe
>AasOM
ORY

Use plenty of jitterbug and jam stuff in contests,
personal appearances, and displays... See page
8 for 16 general ideas on how to truck on down
to a ‘solid’ campaign for “Naughty But Nice.”

YOU'VE GOTTO TALK THEIR LANGUAGE —HERE 3HOW!
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NOW PUT IT TO WORK WITH CONTEST ON NEXT PAGE
Page Four

5-DAY NEWSPAPER CONTEST GETS SWING FANS
And who isn't a swing fan these days? Here's a "Jitterbug Jargon” contest to
sell your showing of "Naughty But Nice” and give your newspaper readers a lot
of fun in the bargain. Idea is for contestants to translate what the various characters are saying from jitterbug language to plain everyday English, with best sets
of answers winning passes or appropriate prizes. Order "Naughty But Nice Mat
502B"—75c from Campaign Plan Editor, 321 West 44th Street, New York City.
(Third Day)

CORRECT

ANSWERS

First Day—"All right, swing musicians, let's improvise some real fast music."

Second Day—"My advice to you is to forget classical music and learn to swing.”

Third Day—"As one swing fan to another, you're
getting too high hat."

Fourth Day—"'We can't get married, I'm broke."
"Oh, that's a sorry excuse."
Fifth Day—"'What! Use this swing fan who doesn't
know the first thing about it in my band." "Be
careful, Durk, he's a swell clarinet player."

(First Day]

Here you are
and a chance
plain English
the five daily
Warner Bros,

swing fans—a contest to test your knowledge of jitterbug jargon,
to win free tickets to "Naughty But Nice.'' Can you translate into
what Helen Broderick is saying in this scene? Correct answers to
scenes, of which this is the first, will bring you free tickets to the
picture which comes to the ................0... lineatresoni
ss vcs

{Second

Day]

How good a jitterbug are you? Do you understand what the judge is telling
Gale Page and Dick Powell in this scene from “Naughty But Nice?’ Correct
answers to the five scenes in this contest will get you free tickets to the picture
which comes to the ................ Theatre on ................ Today's scene is the second.

Can you understand what jitterbug Maxie Rosenbloom is saying to Gale Page
in this scene from "Naughty But Nice?" Correct answers to all five of the scenes
which appear one each day will win free tickets to the picture which comes
Fouthewe <n
Theatre on ............ This scene is the third in the five-day series.

{Fourth

Day)

Are you hep to jive? What does the conversation between Ann Sheridan and
Dick Powell appearing in "Naughty But Nice," mean when translated into
everyday English? This is the fourth in the series of five scenes to test your
knowledge of jitterbug jargon. Correct answers will get you free tickets to the
picture which comes to the .................. Theatre oniee:®. .sc.-0:

(Fifth Day)

All right swing fans, today's the last day to win free tickets for "Naughty But
Nice" simply by translating the jitterbug talk. Send your completed set of
answers to the five daily scenes to Contest Editor. Correct answers will receive
free tickets to the picture which comes to the ................ Theatre:on’ »..:..:5<.455:

FOLLOW YOUR ADVANCE BUILD-UP WITH ‘OOMPH' AND MUSIC IDEAS
Page Five

AND HERE'S HOW TO SWING THE MUSIC ANGLE
SONG-TITLE CONTEST

(First Day)

A simple contest, adaptable either for use in newspaper or on backs of heralds is this Song Title
Identification Contest. One scene from "Naughty
But Nice" is printed each day along with the titles
of the four songs, and idea is for contestants to tie
up the scene with the title it most closely suggests.
Order "Naughty But Nice 501B"—75c from Campaign Plan Editor, 321 West 44th St., N. Y. C.

CORRECT

ANSWERS

First Day — In A Moment Of Weakness
Second Day — Hooray For Spinach
Third Day — I'm Happy About The Whole Thing
Fourth Day — Corn Pickin’

{Second Day]

EXPLOIT WITH

FOUR TUNES
Four numbers from the picture,

written by the ace team of Harry
Warren and Johnny Mercer, have
been published. Contact music
stores for mutual promotion. Twocolor title pages are available
FREE

OF CHARGE,

and postal

cards will be sent out to coincide
with playdates. Get title pages,
of "Corn Pickin'."" "Hooray For
Spinach," "In a Moment of Weak-

ness,’ and "I'm Happy About The
Whole Thing," from:
Etta Shore, M. Witmark

& Sons

RCA Building, New York City

(Third Day)

PRIZES FOR 'PLATTERBUGS'
Play recordings of the swing masters (Bix Biederbecke, Duke Ellington,
Fletcher Henderson, Artie Shaw and others) in your lobby. At a special
Swing Night at the theatre ask the audience to identify orchestras featured in the recordings. A tie-in with the local music shop should get the
records for you at little or no cost. Prizes are the records themselves for
the "platterbugs" (people who collect records.)

GUESS SONG 'STEALS'
Many of the classics have been adapted as swing numbers, and have
gained astonishing success. In fact, big sequence of the picture is built
around this. In your contact with the music shops, pick up a goodly number
and play them over house address system with patrons guessing the name
of the classic from which the number was taken. Contest is for passes and
is good pre-showing buildup.

PATRONS

VOTE FOR HITS

Patrons vote in the lobby for the song hit of the week, the best swing
band, the best sweet band or the orchestra that can best play both
types of music.
.

AUDIENCE

‘QUIZ NIGHT'

Test your audience's musical knowledge at a special "Quiz Night."
Divide the contestants into two sides and the local music authority questions each person following the rules of a spelling bee.

JAM SESSION IN THEATRE
Sponsor a "jam session" at the theatre with amateur musicians going
through their paces. Organize the soloists into a swing band to play at
your theatre. Winners might play on marquee during busy lunch hour.
Page Six

(Fourth Day)

ANN SHERIDAN’S ‘OOMPH' IS BIG SELLING SLANT
A Publicity
Plant...

Ann Sheridan
Styles Aid

Two-column mats of the accompanying
fashion layout of Ann Sheridan are avail-

For a neat bit of promotional work for
your showing, tuck the specially selected
set of "Ann Sheridan Fashion Stills" (set of
ten—75c—from Campaign Plan Editor) under your arm and visit your biggest department store. Point out Ann Sheridan's present
popularity as the nation’s number one
"Oomph Girl", and get yourself a window
along these lines: "Like Ann Sheridan in
‘Naughty But Nice,’ put plenty of ‘oomph’
into your summer clothes."

able at the exchanges. Order Mat 219 —

30c. Complement your department store
fashion promotion by planting the mat,
which may also be cut apart for use in
cooperative ad.
At left, Ann Sheridan wears a dining-at-home
housecoat in striped silk with chiffon sash; center,
for spectator sports, a plaid silk jacket, beige
accordion-pleated

skirt; right,

sheer

black

dance

frock with appliques of white lace.

ANN

SHERIDAN, star of "Naughty But Nice" — Mat 219 — 30c

SELECT ‘(OOMPH' GIRL
Ann Sheridan's recent selection in Hollywood by a group
of men-about-town as the number one "oomph girl" of the
film colony is your cue to run the familiar beauty contest,
only the selection is made on the novel, yet age-old, basis
of "oomph." For example, Bridgeport's Oomph Girl is
selected after preliminaries at the Stratfield Hotel and
Baybrook, with the big finals coming off at the Warner
Theatre. Store tieups, etc., help put over the stunt.

SAY ‘OOMPH'

IN GREEK

Daily Variety asked for foreign language translations of
oomph." In Indo-Chinese, they discovered, it's ''lee-shur-

hark-mui.'' Sponsor a contest to uncover other translations
of "'oomph.'' Some member of the school language department might act as judge. Run another contest for
other short, pointed definitions of 'oomph" ... but in
English, if that'll make it any easier for localites.

Find Best Gal Singers
Ann

Sheridan's

role

as

a

night club chanteuse gives you
a lead to conduct a contest

USE 24-SHEET

CUTOUT

When you see the paper on this attraction, you'll know
that you've got something for cutouts to mount anywhere.
Ann Sheridan is featured on all the posters in big style,
giving you a chance to plug the "oomph" angle for your
showing.
24-sheet cutout rates special treatment — place gauze
garment over the figure with hidden electric fan blowing
on the display for animated effect.

‘OOMPH'

IN RAFFLES GAG

Announce that on certain day "Miss Oomph" will be
somewhere in shopping district; she will be very shapely
lass wearing such and such. Idea is for contestants to
identify ''Miss Oomph" simply by walking up to her and
saying so. Those who guess right get passes and billing on
a lobby "'scoreboard.'"' Department store might go for
tieup with "Miss Oomph" appearing only in that store.

Stills for Local Tie-ups
ANN SHERIDAN
Make-up...AS Pub A428
Afternoon Dress..AS514
Evening Wear -..-AS431

RONALD

REAGAN

Sport Jacket
Sport Shoes
Business Suit

for best gal singers in town.
Can even be class gag after
manner of New York debu-

tantes' present craze for singing in night clubs. Contestants

judged on voice, personality
and general "oomph". Winner
gets

week

local nitery.

at theatre

or

Make-up...-GP Pub A22
Sportswear.GP Pub A57

at

Order these specially prepared stills—"'Naughty But Nice
Tieup Stills"—from Campaign Plan Editor. Complete set of
12 stills—$1.00; individually 10c.

SWING TO NEXT PAGE... 16 IDEAS FOR LOBBY AND STREET
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GAG AND BALLYHOO IDEAS—FOR SHOWMEN ONLY!
HEP-CAT STUFF

COLLEGE

GAG

If you're in a college town situation, poll
the students on what is their definition of
girls who are "Naughty But Nice." Best answers submitted receive passes and are
posted on display board. Also, conduct poll
on sweet music vs. swing music. Compare

trends.
Students also select the co-ed with the
most "oomph."

Here is a quartet of ideas to
capture the attention of the local
jitterbugs. Take your choice or
use them all.

“CATS" ATTIRE
Lobby display of typical jitterbug attire.
On boy's side mount marked-up colored
shirt; plaid jacket; dirty slacks; loud socks;

dirty white shoes. For the girls use sport
sweater with a fraternity pin on it; plaid

DATE CARD COPY
Print up small cards with copy for the
young bucks to mail to their gals making a
date for your showing. Copy reads: "What
about a date next Thursday night to see the
picture at the Strand. | hear it's 'Naughty
But Nice.’ "'

CHANDELIER

GAG

Variation of the jitterbug dance contest
is one called "Corn Pickin’, " a dance step
described in the song of the same name in
the picture. Blow up the pages of the songsheet, as background for the contest. The
words and the directions have already been
distributed on throwaways for the contest
buildup. Might also arrange with local dancing school to introduce new dance step,
called "Corn

TRUCKIN' TRIALS
Big truckin' contest,

open to all, should

be good for street attention and paper
breaks. Bill Robinson, famous negro entertainer, got plenty of space with similar gag.
starts at cooperating

merchant's

store, winding up at theatre where prizes
are

awarded

to best ''truck-on-downers,"'

after which all are guests at first matinee
showing. (Make sure contest is held during
lunch hour rush to get biggest attention.)
Page Eight

Comedy cast of "Naughty But Nice"
suggests big Impersonations Contest, and

you shouldn't have too much trouble finding
plenty of applicants ready to do takeoffs on

Pitts, Jerry Colonna, and Allen Jenkins. Contest is held on stage with appropriate prizes
going to the winners.

DISPLAY

Teaser display for lobby has a stage
erected with curtain half up. Seen only are
a few pairs of gals legs (promoted from
hosiery stores.) Display of course ties in with
title: "It's ‘Naughty But Nice’ all next week
at the Strand."

Have you ever climbed a chandelier?
Question can be used as newspaper inquiring reporter gag (lobby microphone) or as basis of letter from readers.
Idea is from Dick Powell's ascending the
chandelier after a couple of drinks.
Funniest letters are reprinted (anonymously of course) for prizes.

MARQUEE

STUNT

Words "Naughty" and "Nice" are set up
in large cutout letters for marquee. Alternate flasher lights behind punches out first
one word, then the other.

MOUNT ESKY CARTOONS

PLUG NEW

DRINK

Drug stores and bars may be induced to

Mount appropriate cartoons from Esquire,
New Yorker and other similar magazines to
fit the title, "Naughty But Nice."' Use with
copy for a lobby display.

feature a new drink, a "Hurricane," after

the kind Dick Powell freely imbibes with
plenty comic results in "Naughty But Nice."

(The "Hurricane" is actually a "Zombie," a

SLAPSIE COOKEE

drink made with white rum.)

Pickin.’ "' Advertising, special

teaching rates and demonstration popularize the dance.

Contest

MIMIC CONTEST

TEASER

JITTERBUG CONTEST

‘CORN PICKIN'—
NEW DANCE STEP

Make up an illustrated "Swing Dictionary'' for your lobby along these lines. Mount
a licorice stick and beside it explain that it
is a clarinet. Other items and definitions
which you can use include a jar of jam —
swing session; long hair— person who prefers classics to swing; canary (toy)
— girl
vocalist; cat (toy) —swing musician; doghouse — bass fiddle; and wood pile — xylophone. Set display as giant compo book
marked "dictionary." Picture plug and playdate is carried at bottom of the board.

such characters as Maxie Rosenbloom, Zasu

skirt; anklets; saddle shoes; charm bracelet
bells. Promote stuff from local merchant.

Don't forget you've got the National Jitterbug Champions in a big sequence of the
picture, so a Jitterbug Dance Contest should
be just the thing. Contest should be simple
enough to promote, what with all the young
guys and gals still plenty swing-conscious.
Preliminaries are held opening night on your
stage with finals coming later in the week.

‘REAL THINGS' DISPLAY

SWING

DICTIONARIES

Print a number of "jitterbug dictionaries"
(see bottom of page 4 for copy) as throwaways with lead question, for example, "Are
You an Ickie? See ‘Naughty But Nice’ at the
Strand all next week."

SNAPSHOTS

OF CATS

Sponsor a candid camera contest for
snaps of people, young and old, swinging it,
at home or in public places. Feature best
pictures in the lobby or arrange to have
them printed in cooperating newspaper.

restaurant to use still LL30 which
shows Maxie Rosenbloom in full baker's
regalia mixing some batter. Feature on
the menu "Maxie Rosenbloom's Suggestion for the Day." Or, as a variation,

print up some baking recipes on a
herald with the still and use for mailing.

ADVERTISING

A WARNE
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ANN SHERIDAN
Dick POWELL
E+HELEN BRop

When torchy but scorchy
battles

dignified

dynamite

for

BROs. Pi
cture

but

Prince

Charming but dopey it’s
the year’s swellest enter-

tainment...but definitely!

Original Screen Play by Richard Macaulay and Jerry Wald » Music and Lyrics by Harry
Warren and Johnny
Mercer, with Acknowledgments to Richard Wagner, Franz Liszt, Wolfgang Mozart, Johannes Sebastian
Bach

Mat 402 — 1134 inches x 4 cols. (660 lines) — 60c

THIS AD ALSO

IN THREE-COLUMN

SIZE
— SEE PAGE

||

Page Nine

She swings scorch

When She’s Good,

songs.

. but hot!

She’s Very Very Good...
With Nary A Sin Or Vice!
But Most Of The Time,
You’ll Be Glad To Hear,
She’s Very...

bh
See this soft-boiled
egg get fried!

Hottest jitterbugs
you ever saw!

L

You'll laugh to beat

the band!

Extra! Learn
all about

but phooey!
Gale Page... dignified
but dynamite!

Directed by Ray Enright
Original Screen Play by Richard Macaulay and Jerry Wald * Music and Lyrics by Harry Warren and Johnny
Mercer, with acknowledgments to Richard Wagner, Franz Lizst, Wolfgang Mozart, Johannes Sebastian Bach

Mat 401 — 81/2 inches x 4 cols. (464 lines) — 60c

Page

Ten

A WARNER
BROS. Pictur
e

ANN SHERIDAN - Dic
POWELL
When torchy but scorchy

battles

dignified

dynamite

for

but

Prince

Charming but dopey it’s
the year’s swellest, enter-

tainment...but definitely!

Original Screen Play by Richard Macaulay and Jerry Wald * Music and Lyrics by Harry Warren and Johnny

Mercer, with Acknowledgments to Richard Wagner, Franz Liszt, Wolfgang Mozart, Johannes Sebastian Bach

Mat 304 — 834 inches x 3 cols. (369 lines) — 45c

THIS AD ALSO

IN FOUR-COLUMN

— SEE PAGE 9
SIZE
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ANN SHERIDAN
DICK POWELL
GALE PAGE
RONALD REAGAN
HELEN BRODERICK
ALLEN JENKINS
ZASU PITTS

a
HirNambes:
ae

MAXIE ROSENBLOOM

Hooray

ie

:

“I’m Happy

About the

:

and THE NATIONAL

Whole Thing”

JITTERBUG CHAMPIONS
Directed by RAY ENRIGHT
A WARNER BROS. Picture

Guy
LY 3

d

Be Ina Moment
ee
of Weakness”

Original Screen Play by Richard Macaulay and Jerry Wald - Music and
Lyrics by Harry Warren and Johnny Mercer, with Acknowledgments to
Richard

Wagner,

Franz

Liszt,

Wolfgang

Mozart,

Johannes

Sebastian

Mat 208 — 63 inches x 2 cols. (190 lines) — 30c

Ann Sheridan
Dick Powell
Gale Page - Helen Broderick

‘isn

Ronald : Reagan - jAllen Jenkins

Zasu Pitts: Maxie Rosenbloom
<a
it NT

Original Screen

Play by Richard Macaulay
to Richard

Picture

ond Jerry Wald

« Music and Lyrics by Harry Warren

Wagner, Franz

Liszt, Wolfgang

Mat 302 — 6 inches x 3 cols. (258 lines) — 45c
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and The National Jitterbug Champions

for

Mozart, Johannes

and Johnny

Sebastian

Bach

Bach

Dick’s In a Dilemma
His Heart Is All Awhirl

Ann’s Temperament Is Torrid
Gale’s Sweet...
But Scorchy, Too!

The Wedding Belles Are Waiting

Dick Wishes He Were Twins, At Least

But He Can’t Choose
the Girl!

So He Could Wed the Two!

Ann Sheridan
Dick Powell
Gale Page
Helen Broderick
Ronald Reagan
Allen Jenkins
Zasu Pitts

Maxie Rosenbloom
and The National
Jitterbug Champions
Directed by

RAY

ENRIGHT

A WARNER

BROS.

Picture

Original Screen Play by Richard Macaulay and Jerry Wald » Music and Lyrics by Harry Warren and Johnny

AN

Mercer, with Acknowledgments to Richard Wagner, Franx Liszt, Wolfgang Mozart, Johannes Sebastian Bach

(Waite
tRor)

Mat 213 —5

inches x 2 cols. (140 lines) — 30c

Dick’s In a Dilemma
His Heart Is All Awhirl
The Wedding Belles Are Waiting
But He Can’t Choose the Girl!

Ann’s Temperament
Gale’s Sweet... But
Dick Wishes He Were
So He Could Wed

Is Torrid
Scorchy, Too!
Twins, At Least
the Two!

UGLY gue Nice
with

Ann Sheridan
Dick Powell
Gale Page
Helen Broderick
Ronald Reagan
Allen Jenkins
Zasu Pitts
Maxie Rosenbloom
and The National
Jitterbug Champions
Directed by

RAY

ENRIGHT

A WARNER

BROS.

Picture

Original Screen Play by Richard Macaulay and Jerry Wald + Music and Lyrics by Harry Warren and Johnny
Mercer, with Acknowledgments to Richard Wagner, Franz Liszt, Wolfgang Mozart, Johannes Sebastian Bach

Mat 305 — 7!/, inches x 3 cols. (315 lines) — 45c

Page
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Wicked but Wonderful...
Daring but Delightful...
Scandalous but Swell...

ANN SHERIDAN
>.
ttle
DICK POWELL - GALE PAGE
RONALD REAGAN - ALLEN JENKINS
HELEN BRODERICK + ZASU PITTS
MAXIE ROSENBLOOM
an

geniae
WH
4 SONG HITs:
“Corn Pickin’ ”*e“‘Hooray for Spinach”
“I’m Happy about the Whole Thing”’

“In a Moment of Weakness”

and
THE NATIONAL

JITTERBUG
CHAMPIONS

|

Directed by

|

‘

Ray Enright
A WARNER

Original Screen Play by Richard Macaulay
and Jerry Wald - Music and Lyrics by
Harry Warren and Johnny
Mercer. with Acknowledgments to Richard Wagner.
Franz Liszt, Wolfgang Mozart, Johannes Sebastian
Bach

Picture

BROS.

tis
W

Mat 209 — 71/, inches x 2 cols. (208 lines) — 30c

Starring

ANN SHERIDAN
DICK POWELL
.
GALE PAGE - HELEN BRODERICK
RONALD REAGAN
ALLEN JENKINS + ZASU PITTS
MAXIE ROSENBLOOM
THE NATIONA
L JITTERBUG CHAMPIONS
Directed by Ray Enright

A WARNER

BROS.

Picture

Original Screen Play by Richard Macaulay
and Jerry
Wald + Music and Lyrics by Harry Warren
and Johnny
Mercer, with Acknowledgments to
Richard Wagner,
Franz Liszt, Wolfgang Mozart, Johannes
Sebastian Bach

Mat 103
6!/, inches (92 lines) — 15¢
Page Fourteen

A WARNER

BROS.

Picture

with

ANN SHERIDAN
DICK POWELL
GALE PAGE
HELEN BRODERICK —
RONALD REAGAN
ALLEN JENKINS
ZASU PITTS
MAXIE ROSENBLOOM
and The National Jitterbug Champions
Dy we
Directed by (AUINW
RAY ENRIGHT
HEAR These Scorchy Tunes: ‘Corn Pickin’” « ‘Hooray for Spinach”
“I'm Happy About the Whole Thing’’- “In a Moment of Weakness”

WICKED
but wonderful
DARING

f

but delightful!
SCANDALOUS
but swell!

Original Screen Play by Richard Macaulay and Jerry Wald « Music and Lyrics by Harry Warren and Johnny
Mercer, with Acknowledgments to Richard Wagner, Franz Liszt, Wolfgang Mozart, Johannes Sebastian
Bach

Mat 206 — 10 inches x 2 cols. (280 lines) — 30c

ANN SHERIDAN
DICK POWELL
GALE PAGE
HELEN BRODERICK
RONALD REAGAN
ALLEN JENKINS
ZASU PITTS
MAXIE

ROSENBLOOM

and
4
(@ THE NATIONAL
JITTERBUG tee!
By. CHAMPIONS > x
S

Directed by

WS

Ray Enright

Ww

sd A WARNER BROS

>

Picture
Original Screen Play by Richard Macaulay and Jerry Wald *Music and
Lyrics by Harry Warren and Johnny Mercer, with Acknowledgments to
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SPICY AS A SHOWGIRL’S DIARY! HILARIOUS AS A SPINSTER’S SPREE!

IF YOU LIKE GALS
torrid but terrific...

IF YOU LIKE MUSIC
swingy but sweet...

IF YOU LIKE LAUGHS
fast but furious...
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| go for Ann
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And kisses blistery.

But I'm afire for
Gale, that charmer.
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And, wow, that fire’s
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A four alarmer!
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"THE RIGHT WAY" is the American democratic way Gabriel Dell,
one of the "Dead End" kids, learns in this timely shot as he is dis-
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— Your
True Adventure Series — 12 minutes.
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AMERICA'S 'OOMPH' GIRL Ann Sheridan, lovely Texas redhead, has her most glamorous role to date (and she
croons, too) in the new comedy with music, "Naughty But Nice", coming to the Strand Friday. (Mat 306—45c)

PRODUCTION
1

(Lead Feature)

BL Raabe
Meee Ray Enright

Original Screen Play by..Richard Macaulay
Jerry Wald
Music and Lyrics by...... Harry Warren and
Johnny Mercer
with acknowledgments to Richard Wagner,
Franz Liszt, Wolfgang Mozart, Johannes
Sebastian Bach

Musical Arrangements by......Ray Heindorf
Musical Director.................. Leo F. Forbstein

Photography by........ Arthur L. Todd, A.S.C.
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Max Parker

Dialogue Director.............. Hugh Cummings
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Francis J. Scheid
David Forrest

" RUNNING TIME—90 MINUTES

Naughty But Nice’ Tells On
Tin Pan Alley—But T unefully
One of America’s most characteristic institutions, Tin Pan
Alley, is hilariously lampooned,
and side shots are taken at such
other phases of Americana as
the still rampant jittermania, in
“Naughty but Nice,” the waggish musical satire produced by
Warner Bros. which opens next
Friday at the Strand Theatre.
Aside from a plot that lends
itself readily to uproariously
funny treatment and five new
songs which all have distinct hit
potentialities, the production is
fitted up with a stellar line-up
which includes: Ann Sheridan,
Warners’ certified, triple-threat
“Oomph” girl, who in this has
the best role to date of her now
blossoming career and incidentally does most of the singing in
the piece; Dick Powell,
Gale
Page,
Helen
Broderick,
Zasu
Pitts,
Ronald
Reagan,
Allen
Jenkins and Maxie Rosenbloom.
In addition, there are such popular players as Jerry Colonna,
Luis Alberni, Vera Lewis, Elizabeth Dunne, Bill Davidson, Granville Bates and Halliwell Hobbes.
Added attraction is a jam session with the National Jitterbug
Champions.
The new songs, all of which
were written by the surefire team
of Harry Warren and Johnny
Mercer, include two swing numbers “Hooray for Spinach” and
“Corn Pickin’,” and three which
depend on their melodic loveliness, “In a Moment of Weakness,” “I Don’t Believe in Signs,”

‘Oomph’ Girl Starred
“Naughty
But
Nice,’
the
hilarious story of a staid young
music professor who unwillingly
becomes a hit songwriter when
his classical compositions
are
“swung” over the air, will be the
next attraction at the Strand
Theatre, starting Friday. Starred in the comedy with music
are Ann (“Oomph Girl’) Sheridan, Dick Powell, Gale Page,
Helen Broderick, Ronald Reagan,
Allen Jenkins, Zasu Pitts and
Maxie Rosenbloom.

Swing Comedy for Strand
The uproarious adventures of
staid young
music _ professor,
who comes to New York’s Tin
Pan Alley to sell his classical
rhapsodies and remains to write
swing hits based on old classics,
are related in “Naughty But
Nice,” which opens at the Strand
Theatre on Friday. Dick Powell,
Ann Sheridan and Gale Page
head the stellar cast of comedians.

and “I’m Happy About the Whole
Thing.”
To point up their humorous
expose of the piracy which is
apparently one of the distinguishing characteristics of the
art, profession and business of
supplying the American public
with songs to sing, whistle, hum

and dance to, the authors of the
screen play, Richard Macaulay
and Jerry Wald, made their hero
an unworldly young professor of
music in a freshwater college
and related what happened to
him when he wandered unwittingly into Tin Pan Alley.

What happened to the young
professor, played by Dick Powell,
was
aplenty—and
all of it
funny. Responsible for much of
it was the fact that the young
classicist has an aunt, Helen
Broderick, who may be old in
years but is strictly up to the
minute in her musical tastes and
her fondness
for “Jitterbug”
dancing.
When Powell comes to New
York to sell a symphonic composition, it is she who takes him
to a music publishing
house
which is interested only in popular tunes. Here he meets Gale
Page, who writes lyrics and she
persuades the publisher to buy
Dick’s
composition,
a_ highly
classical composition.
After his return to the college
town he is informed that his
work is to be given its first performance on a radio program,

|
a

MUSIC PROF
DICKTPOWELE
Mat 117—15c

and he proudly tells his dignified faculty colleagues about it.
Great is his disgrace when the
eagerly awaited night arrives
and from the radio there blares
forth a very swingy melody entitled
“Hooray
for Spinach,”
which is based on the theme of
his composition. The lifting had
been done by Gale and the song
was sung by a noted club and
radio hot mamma
played by
Ann Sheridan otherwise known
to us as America’s ‘oomph’ girl.
He goes back to New York to
stop the desecration of his work
but instead gets himself involved
with contracts with two rival
publishers, romances with two
girls, a jitterbug contest and a
few other matters all of which
lead him into a series of hilarious
complications.
After deserting his original
publishers, Dick becomes an unwitting accomplice in a _ barefaced bit of tune piracy, and he
is haled into court in a plagiarism suit, but his three maiden
aunts save the day when they
come to court, and give an impromptu concert with harp, cello
and violin, to prove that the complainants in the action had no
ground for complaint, because
their piece had in turn been
plagiarized from an even older
work.
The production was directed
by Ray Enright, who in a long
career
at Warner
Bros. has
directed most of that studio’s
successful comedies.

But Nice’ Coming
| ‘Naughty
What happens to a serious
young college professor when he
becomes an overnight success as
a writer of swing music is the
novel comedy theme of ‘““Naughty
But Nice,” the Warner Bros.
picture opening at the Strand
Theatre
Friday.
Dick
Powell
plays the professor, whose affections are torn between Ann
Sheridan, as a torch singer, and
Gale Page, his collaborator.

All Comedy Cast
Tin Pan Alley, the legendary
street of song writers, comes in
for some riotous lampooning in
“Naughty
But
Nice,”
the
Warner Bros. comedy opening
at the Strand Theatre Friday.
Heading the cast are Ann Sheridan, Dick Powell and Gale Page,
with
comedy
assistance
from
Helen Broderick, Allen Jenkins,
and Maxie Rosenbloom. The film
introduces four new songs by
Harry Warren and Mercer. ,

NEW SWING TUNES
IN “NAUGHTY BUT
NICE” AT STRAND

MINGLE IN COMEDY
COMING TO STRAND
A love triangle in swingtime
is the theme of “Naughty But
Nice,” Warner Bros.’ novel musical comedy opening Friday at
the Strand Theatre. Ann Sheridan, Dick Powell and Gale Page
headline the cast and are the
parties of the hilarious triangle,
with plenty of additional comedy
provided by Helen Broderick,
Allen Jenkins, Ronald Reagan,
Zasu Pitts, Maxie Rosenbloom
and Jerry Colonna.
Harry Warren and Al Dubin
penned the
tf: ovul
het

tunes,

an

with

acknowledgements
to
Vie eatonal anc2 aK |
Wagner,
Franz
Liszt,
Wolfgang
Mozart
and
Johannes
Gale Page
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Bach. The
strictly jive numbers (which are
already being heard over the airwaves)
are
“Corn
Pickin’,”
“Hooray
For
Spinach,”
“I’m
Happy About The Whole Thing,”
and “In A Moment Of Weakness.”

Comes

Five
new
songs
by Harry
Warren and Johnny Mercer, all
of them potential hits, are introduced in ‘‘Naughty but Nice,” the
Warner Bros. comedy featuring
Ann Sheridan, Gale Page and
Dick Powell which opens next
Friday at the Strand Theatre.
Three of the new songs are
sung as solos by Miss Sheridan,
whose singing voice has been
heard occasionally in previous
pictures but who has never before been
given as fine

to City

Dick’s adventures begin when.
as a serious young professor of
music, he leaves his aunt-ridden
home to go to New York and sell
a rhapsody
he has_
written.
Helen Broderick, an aunt of his
who ran away from home years
before to marry a _ saxophone
player, guides him to Tin Pan
Alley, where the music publishers vie for his composition. It
isn’t until he returns home and
is listening to the radio program
on which it is to be introduced
that he learns they have used it
as a swing number. He hotfoots
it back to New York, aghast at

what they have done, but he gets
involved in a party where he gets
outrageously drunk on what he
imagines to be lemonade. When
he wakes up several days later,
he finds that he has signed a
contract to write more songs, in
collaboration with pretty Gale
Page. He also finds that he has
been making love to a night-club
singer, Ann Sheridan. Torn between the two girls, and torn between his love for classical music
and the swing tunes his publishers want him to write, he is ina
veritable dither. Next he is sued
for plagiarizing a song, originally written by a French composer. His aunts rally to his
rescue in the court, and one of
them proves that she was having
a love affair with the French
composer when he was writing

the song, and that he had stolen
the tune from an earlier work.
The trial helps Dick to choose
between his two girl friends, too,
and all ends well.

Cast of Comedians
Imagine
if you
can
Allen
Jenkins and Jerry Colonna as a
thieving pair of tunesmiths who
don’t mind signing their names
to anybody’s song
— so long as
it’s a good one. Imagine Maxie
Rosenbloom
as a combination
cook, butler and valet who cleans
ashtrays with a vacuum cleaner.
Imagine Helen Broderick as a
jitterbug, Zasu Pitts “swinging
it” on the harp, and the National
Jitterbug Champions going to
town and you have a small idea
of the high jinks that go on in
“Naughty But Nice.” Others in
the cast include Luis Alberni,
Vera Lewis, Elizabeth
Dunne,
Bill Davidson, Granville Bates
and Halliwell Hobbes.

MAJORING IN JIVE—"Professor'’ Dick Powell finds himself teaching a class of jitterbugs—or is it vice versa?—in
the new swingtime comedy "Naughty But Nice" which makes its local debut at the Strand Friday. (Mat 307—45c)

opportun-

ity to demonstrateher
talents as a
songstress

(Advance Feature)

Hotfoot Wins itterbug Contest For
Dick Ponell In ‘Naughty But Nice’
To fall flat on your face, get
up, grab one foot in both hands
and hop around on the other all
in perfect time to music is a
good trick, but
Dick
Powell
mastered it.
He further proved himself a
super-man when 108 pounds of
red-headed femininity launched
herself from the floor to throw
her arms around his neck and
lock
her
shapely
extremities
around his waist without causing him to lose step.
It happened during the hilarious
jitterbug
sequence
for
Dick’s new Warner Bros. comedyromance, “Naughty but Nice,”
which opens next Friday at the
Strand Theatre with Ann Sheridan, Gale Page, Zasu Pitts, Allen
Jenkins,
Ronald
Reagan
and
Maxie Rosenbloom in other featured roles.
Dick,
in
this
night
club
sequence, is the victim of another’s error and his own innocence. He has a sub-normal sense
of taste and so he has imbibed
too many “Hurricanes,” a powerful rum drink, thinking they are
lemonades.
Allen Jenkins gives him the
hotfoot, which takes effect just
as Dick burns his finger lighting
a cigaret for Ann Sheridan. Dick
howls with pain and finds himself on the dance floor hopping
around
and holding his foot.
There is a jitterbug contest going on and a red-headed girl
whose partner has been disqualified takes Dick as a partner. And

Allen Jenkins Asks
“IT hope you’ll pardon me if
I’m _ protruding,”
says
Allen
Jenkins
elegantly, as he
walks into a
room
in
“Naughty
but
Nice’’.
the
comedy coming to the
Strand
Friday. In real
life, Jenkins
is a well-educated
fellow
who
has no
Allen Jenkins
difficulty with
113—l15c

five,

six

unwittingly

wins

the con-

Nice” were a
sight to behold. They
were

not

satisfied with
the
endless
hours
of
dancing they
got on the

set;

Dick Powell
Mat 111—15c

they

danced
ween

be-

scenes,

during their
lunch hour and they went out in
the evening to dance some more.
Inhibitions were cast to the
four corners of the sound stage.
The two score rug cutters looked
and acted as if they had been
stricken with St. Vitus dance,
palsy and delirium tremens all
at the same time. How they
could keep going was a wonder.
There was a first aid man on
the set but contrary to expectations, he had an easy time of it.
He
thought
nature
had
_triumphed finally when one of the
girls asked him one day to tape
her instep.

“So the dancing finally got
you,” he said with a triumphant
gleam in his eye.
“It did not,” the girl replied
indignantly. “Some clumsy dope
stepped on my foot in the studio
commissary this noon.”

or

even seven syllable words, but in
the picture he’s an illiterate song
writer and his “malapropisms”
provide much
of the comedy.
Other gems include, ‘“Congratulations, my friend, on this suspicious occasion.”

Mat

Some scientifically-minded person induced Dick Powell to wear
a pedometer to see how far he
traveled while filming his part
of the dance. Dick took it off
when it registered 13 miles, saying he was tired enough without
being made more tired by reading
the mileage. On another day one
of the girls put it on and it registered 24 miles at the end of
the day but she declared she
wasn’t tired and would dance
again that night.
“They must be the fore-runners of a new race of super men
and women,” Dick groaned. “I’m
still young and healthy but I
can’t take this jitterbug stuff.
It’s too much for me.”
When the sequence was finished he checked up and found
his legs bruised from knees to
ankles, that he would have to sit
down carefully for a while because he had lost his balance and
sat down heavily on the floor and
that he had lost six pounds from
the strenuous exercise.
Besides those mentioned above,
the cast of “Naughty But Nice”
includes Helen Broderick, Ronald
Reagan, Allen Jenkins, Jerry
Colonna,
Luis
Alberni,
Vera
Lewis,
Elizabeth
Dunne,
Bill
Davidson, Granville Bates and
Halliwell Hobbes. Ray Enright
directed from the screen play by
Richard
Macaulay
and Jerry
Wald, and Harry Warren and
Johnny Mercer wrote the original music, which includes four
new

hit tunes.

Slapsie Maxie Suffers For
Error

| "OOMPH' GIRL
ANN SHERIDAN

Pardon For ‘Protruding’

Mat

Dick

test.
The National Jitterbug Champions
who
worked
in
“Naughty but

Columnist’s
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Maxie
Rosenbloom
admire beauteous Ann
from afar on
the set of
“Naughty but
Nice,’’ the
Warner Bros.
comedy opening Friday at
the Strand
Theatre.
“She won’t
have anything to do
with me,” he

said

used _ to
Sheridan

sadly,

Maxie Rosenbloom
“since
the
Mat 116—15c
time a columnist said we had been out together when
we hadn’t ever.

Now, when I take out a girl I
don’t care for hardly, it never
gets into the newspapers. They’re
doin’ me dirt with my women,
those colyumists!”

as

she is given
in “Naughty
but Nice.”
Two of her
songs, ‘‘Hooray for SpinAnn Sheridan
wen.
anid
Mat 118—l5c
“Corn Pickin’,” are distinguished not only by
infectious melody but.also by their
spirited up-to-the-minute rhythm
and will undoubtedly become very
popular with dance enthusiasts.
The other, “I Don’t Believe in
Signs,”ismore on the ballad order.
Gale Page, who has never before sung in pictures but was
a radio songstress before becoming a film actress, is given the
opportunity to introduce “In a
Moment of Weakness,” a hauntingly beautiful melody, and in
singing the refrain she is joined
by Miss Sheridan. Powell sings
“T’m Happy About the Whole
Thing,” and in this his voice is
joined by that of Miss Page.

ANN SHERIDAN IS
IDEAL REDHEAD
Now that Ann Sheridan has
been elected America’s ‘oomph
girl,” statisticians have discovered that she has the ideal figure
for red-heads.
Yes, indeed. There’s an ideal
blonde figure. And an ideal brunette figure. And of course the
red-heads have figures, too.
The “ideal” standard is arrived at by a composite of all the
dimensions of glamour girls of
various types. In the event that
you’re interested in finding out
who might need such data, it’s
Milo Anderson,
Warner
Bros.
costume
designer.
He _ studies
girls’ figures. It’s part of his
work, and believe it or not, he’s
very objective and scientific about
it all.
Miss Sheridan of the “oomph”
fame is 118 pounds in weight,
five feet, five inches tall. She has
a 26-inch waist, 36-inch hips, and
a 36-inch bust. That’s right on
the nose — or whatever it should
be right on — for the ideal redheaded figure.
The red-head ideal is a somewhat larger figure all around
than its nearest rival in size,
the brunette.
Another characteristic of the
typical film red-head—and this,
believe it or not, is also part of
Anderson’s statistical dope — is
the fact that they have husky
throaty, velvety voices of rather

low register.

So, as you might

expect, Ann has just that sort
of voice. It was so effective—and
some folk might say suggestive
—that in “Naughty but Nice,”
her latest Warner Bros. picture,
scheduled to open next Friday
at the Strand, in which she was
originally scheduled to sing only
two songs, she sings four.
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Short Advance Notices
Four hit tunes, “Corn Pickin’,
“I’m
Spinach”,
For
“Hooray
Happy About The Whole Thing”,
and “In A Moment Of Weakness” are introduced in the new
Warner Bros. comedy “Naughty
But Nice”, which makes its local
debut at the Strand Theatre on
and
Warren
Friday.
Harry
Johnny Mercer penned the tunes.
Starred in the production are

> 99

Ann Sheridan, Dick Powell, Gale

‘OOMPH' GIRL AT WORK in "Naughty But Nice.'' Need we say that
the girl is Ann Sheridan — and the boy is Dick Powell. (Mat 217—30c)

(ALE PAGE SINGS
FOR HER SUPPER
IN NEW MUSICAL
In planning a screen career it’s
a pretty good idea not to carry
all of your eggs in one basket.
Irene Dunne and John Boles
are
outstanding
examples
to
prove the point.
Gale Page is the latest to discover its wisdom.
Like Irene and John, Gale was
signed to a film contract because
of her splendid singing voice.
And like them, Gale had to
prove
herself
as
a dramatic

GALE
Mat

PAGE
110—15c

actress before she was given the
opportunity
to
sing
on _ the
screen.
That opportunity arrived with
the filming of Warner
Bros.’
“Naughty
but Nice,” opening
next Friday at the Strand Theatre, in which she plays a romantic feminine lead.
For
four
years
her
voice
charmed the country on such
coast-to-coast radio broadcasts as
Roy
Shields’
Revue,
Today’s
Children, A & P Gypsies, and

Fibber McGee and Molly, emanating from Chica:o. Its charm
reached the ears of film executives, who signed her to an attractive Warner Bros. contract.
The studio was all out of singing roles when she arrived in
Hollywood and so she was placed
in
“Crime
School’
opposite
Humphrey Bogart and then was
cast as one of the “Four Daughters” in the picture of that title
and she was definitely established as a dramatic actress.
Her talent for song was not
forgotten during this time. Casting for “Naughty but Nice” was
begun and she was chosen as the
ideal girl to carry the torch for
Dick Powell in the comedy.
Page
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Page,

and a host

of comedians

including Helen Broderick, Allen
Jenkins, Maxie Rosenbloom and
Zasu Pitts. Ray Enright directed.

Recently selected by a poll of
prominent male members of the
theatrical profession as America’s “Oomph” Girl, Ann Sheridan
has her first starring role in
“Naughty
But
Nice”
which
opens at the Strand Theatre on
Friday.
The
beautiful
Texas
redhead shares honors with Dick
Powell and Gale Page, and in the
supporting cast are such capable
comedians as Helen Broderick,
Allen Jenkins, Zasu Pitts, Maxie
Rosenbloom, Jerry Colonna, Luis
Alberni and many others. Ray
Enright directed, from a script
by Richard Macaulay and Jerry
Wald.
“Naughty
But
Nice”,
the
comedy in swingtime opening at
the Strand on Friday, is the
riotous saga of a serious young
music professor who comes to the
big city to sell his classical compositions on Tin Pan Alley. Instead Tin Pan Alley sells him
on the idea of writing swing
tunes based on old classics. Ann
Sheridan and Gale Page share
the feminine honors, with the
comedy angle in competent hands
of such players as Helen Broderick, Allen Jenkins, Zasu Pitts,
Maxie Rosenbloom,
Jerry Colonna, as well as Luis Alberni,
Granville
Bates and Halliwell
Hobbes.
Whenever Slapsie Maxie Roseenbloom wants a bottle of Scotch
with which to entertain friends
in his home he steals his own
liquor from the bar in his night
club when the bartender isn’t

looking. Maxie doesn’t drink, he
revealed on the set of ‘Naughty
but Nice,” but he gets a kick out
of obtaining

liquor in this way.

Vera Lewis, who was in the
first film that Zasu Pitts ever
made and played Zasu’s mother
in “As the Sun Sets,” in 1920,
is the sister of Miss Pitts in
“Naughty but Nice,” the Warner
Bros.
comedy
coming
to the
Strand Theatre. ‘“Miss Pitts has
grown
up since she was my
daughter, but I feel just as young
as I ever did,” the veteran character actress commented to the
others on the film set.

Behind the scenes in Tin Pan
Alley is the setting for the new
comedy
“Naughty
But
Nice”
which will open at the Strand on
Friday, and the legendary street
of songwriters takes a riotous
lampooning. Ann Sheridan, Dick
Powell and Gale Page head the
cast, supported by a host of
comedy stars, and the National
Jitterbug Champions in a “jam
session”
specialty.
Four
new
swing tunes by Harry Warren

and Johnny Mercer are introduced in the picture. Ray Enright directed.

°

ANN SHERIDAN IS
A MUST-SEE FOR
VISITING FIREMEN
Add the name of Ann Sheridan to the list of things one
must see in Hollywood when one
visits there. She is much a part
of the scenery as the Hollywood
Bowl— and much more _ beautiful.
Her hair is red, her features
are perfect, her form is plump
and magnificently proportioned
her temper is good and her attitude friendly. She is a pearl

The current musical vogue for
“swinging” everything from a
Bach fugue to ‘Home,
Sweet
Home” forms the merry theme
of “Naughty But Nice’, the new
comedy opening at the Strand
Theatre on Friday. Dick Powell
plays a serious young composer
who finds that he can sell his
compositions only when they are
set to swingtime. Competing for
his romantic interest are Ann
(“Oomph”)
Sheridan and Gale
Page. Others in the cast include

Helen Broderick, Allen Jenkins,
Ronald
Reagan,
Zasu
Pitts,
Maxie
Rosenbloom
and Jerry
Colonna. The music is by Harry
Warren
and
Johnny
Mercer,
with acknowledgments to Wagner, Liszt, Mozart and Bach.

The
adventures
of a_ staid
young music professor when he
falls into the clutches of a bunch
of Tin Pan Alley “swingsters”
are recounted in Warner Bros.’
new comedy “Naughty But Nice”
which bows into the Strand on
Friday.
Ann
Sheridan,
Dick
Powell and Gale Page head the
cast with able assistance from a
sterling cast of comedians, and
the National Jitterbug Champions. The four songs introduced
are
by
Harry
Warren
and
Johnny
Mercer.
Ray
Enright
directed the production.

Dick Powell wrote a parody
on “Rosalie,” which starts out
“Rosenbloom, my Rosenbloom,”

and

had

the

entire

“Naughty

but Nice” company singing it,
much
to the
discomfiture
of
Maxie
Rosenbloom.
‘Naughty
but Nice,” the Warner Bros. comedy with music coming on Friday
to the Strand Theatre.

Maxie Rosenbloom is writing
his life story, he said during the
filming of “Naughty but Nice,”
the Warner Bros. picture opening
Friday
at
the
Strand
Theatre, The title, “Six Months
to Live,” is based on a pronouncement doctors made when he was
10 years old and was found to
be suffering from anemia. He expects his story to be published
in a national magazine and in

book form later, as well.

SWING I7, SISTERS! (Left to right) Elizabeth Dunne, Vera Lewis, and Zasu
Pitts in a scene from “Naughty But Nice", coming Friday. (Mat 205—30c)

ANN SHERIDAN
Mat 119—15c
among

pearls,

a

rose

among

roses, a peach among peacherinos. There is nothing wrong with
the average tired business man
that a look at Ann
Sheridan
won’t cure.
It has taken Warner
Bros.
three years to become convinced
that all this is true. Ann is to be
starred in pictures now, as a consequence. Her first “stellar” role
is in “Naughty but Nice,” with
Dick
Powell
and
Gale
Page,
which opens next Friday at the

Strand Theatre.
Ann
comes
originally
from
Texas where she first entered and
immediately won a “search for
beauty” contest. She has been
photographed
more
than _ ten
thousand times. Her portrait has
been painted by famous artists.
She has inspired a song or two
and three young men have threatened to commit suicide over her—
but Ann persuaded them not to
do so. She told them she wouldn’t
consider it a compliment to her.
Ann lives with
a girlhood
school friend in North Hollywood
and is beginning to take her
screen work seriously. She almost never writes letters, often
forgets appointments and can’t
be bothered with diets. She is a
refreshing breeze in Hollywood,
where strong winds usually blow
too hot and cold.

What, No Bathing Suit?
Ronald Reagan arrived at the
Warner Bros. Studio one day
carrying a leather jacket and
aviation outfit and a full dress
suit and wearing a business suit.
He had three calls to work and
didn’t know which picture he was
going to work in first that day.
The business suit was for
“Naughty but Nice,” the comedy
opening
next
Friday
at _ the
Strand Theatre, the full dress
for Bette Davis’ “Dark Victory”
and the flying togs for added
scenes for “‘Secret Service of the
Air” in which he is the star.

¢
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(Review)

(Opening Day)

STARS,GAGSTUNES If You Want To Have Fun
IN ‘NAUGHTY BUI
—See ‘Naughty But Nice’
NICE’ AT STRAND
“Naughty but Nice,” the new
which
comedy
Bros.
Warner
opens today at the Strand Theatre, is a hilariously satirical disclosure of some the skeletons in
the closets of the denizens of
Tin Pan Alley, both the composers and the publishers.
Since it is about the industry,
art or profession of supplying
America and most of the rest of
the world with popular music, it
has a good deal of music as well
as comedy in it. In fact, even in
the face of the suspicions it may
engender about the efforts of
some writers of popular songs,
two of the best of them, Harry
Mercer,
Johnny
and
Warren
have supplied it with five new
tunes which they are willing to
bet will resist analysis by tune
detectives.
Sharing almost equally in the
acting and singing burden are
Ann Sheridan, Dick Powell and
Gale Page. As to Ann, she is
not only given the honor of innew
of the
three
troducing
songs, but she is given the best
role of her career to date, a part
with plenty of opportunity to
display the very individual type
of charm which led to her recent
designation as the “Oomph” girl.
enis mainly
comedy
The
trusted to as impressive a cast
of actors and fun-makers as has
ever been assembled in Hollywood, numbering such sure-fire
as Helen Broderick,
favorites

Zasu.

Pitts,

Allen

Jenkins,

Ronald
Rosenbloom,
Maxie
Reagan, Jerry Colonna and Luis
Alberni. In addition, the National Jitterbug Champions a crew
of swing happy youngsters, do
their stuff in a big dance scene.
With side excursions into the
matter of tune plagiarism and
the even more diverting matter of
the jitterbug craze, the screen
play, written by Richard Macaulay and Jerry Wald, tells
how, without intending to do so,
a professor of classical music becomes the nation’s foremost composer of hot swing tunes.

RONALD REAGAN'S
FAN MAIL ZOOMS
Ronald Reagan’s
recently
zooming fan mail has been given
its first detailed analysis by the
Warner Bros. Studio fan mail
department.
Apart from straight requests
for autographed pictures, what
people want to know most about
him is the following, in this
order:
1. What’s your real name?
2.Who’s your girl friend?
8. What does your ring signify?
4. Do you wear makeup before
the camera?
5. How long are you under
Warner Bros. contract?
The answers are: Reagan is
his real name, he’s going with
different
girls and
hasn’t
a
“steady” as yet; his ring is a
fraternity ring; he wears practically no makeup.
:
Currently Reagan is with Ann
Sheridan, Dick Powell and Gale

Page in “Naughty but Nice,” the
Warner Bros. comedy with music
which is the current attraction
at the Strand Theatre.

STORY SYNOPSIS (Not for publication )—Professor Hardwick (Dick Powell) leaves his aunt-ridden home in the
sticks to go to New York and sell the classical rhapsody he
has written. He succeeds, but it comes over the air as a
“Killer-diller” swing tune. An unwilling member of the
Tin Pan Alley gang, he finds himself getting into all kinds
of hilarious complications including a love triangle with
Zelda (Ann Sheridan) and Linda (Gale Page) as the feminine angles, a jitterbug contest, and a plagiarism suit, all of
which finally resolve into a happy ending.

Humor, melody and rhythm
are skillfully blended to make
“Naughty but Nice,” the Warner Bros. production featuring
Ann Sheridan, Dick Powell and
Gale Page, which opened yesterday at the Strand Theatre, the
most satisfying dish of comedy
that has come
entertainment
from Hollywood in many months.
It is refreshingly novel too,
for it cannot be classified under
any restricted form of comedy.
In its complications it is farcical
and it has many touches of that
erazily cock-eyed humor which
can be so amusing when not done
to repletion, and yet underlying
it all is the spirit of first-rate
satire.
What it satirizes is the industry — art or business, as you
prefer — of supplying the world
with new songs to sing, whistle,
hum or dance to. It drags out into
the light the skeletons in the
closets of the purveyors of popular music, but that’s not done in
the manner of a serious expose.
The only objective is laughs, and
the picture garners a bounteous
crop of them.
The authors, Richard Macaulay
and Jerry Wald, have exploited
the hilarious consequences of an
unwitting
invasion
of
New
York’s Tin Pan Alley by a young
and intensely serious professor
of classical music in a freshwater college.
He comes to sell a symphonic
rhapsody he has composed. He
does sell it, but, without his
knowledge
or permission, the
thematic melody is lifted from it,
given
an injection
of swing,
dressed up with some words and
published as a popular song entitled “Hooray for Spinach.”
The young prof is annoyed,
very much annoyed and yet when
he returns to New York to complain, he stays to become the
nation’s
leading
composer
of
swingy tunes as well as to win
some passing notoriety as the
unintentional winner of a jitterbug contest, when he becomes
involved in a jive session with the
National Jitterbug Champions.
Aiding and abetting him in
these
developments
are
Miss
Sheridan, a seductive night club
“hot mama,” Miss Page, a sweet
and pretty but also businesslike
writer of lyrics, with both of
whom the professor gets romantically entangled and an aunt,
played by Helen Broderick, whose
years do not quite square with
her tremendous enthusiasm for
hot, swingy music.
In the course of the story,
there are introduced five new

songs by Harry Warren
and
Johnny
Mercer, every one of
them so refreshingly novel in

melody and treatment that, as
a matter of fact, they actually
constitute a refutation of any
dire impression of the song writing profession that those who see
the
picture
might
otherwise

carry away. The songs are, in
addition to the aforementioned
“Hooray for Spinach,” “Corn
Pickin’,” “In a Moment of Weakness,” “I Don’t Believe in Signs,”
and
“I’m
Happy
About
the
Whole Thing.”
This happens to be the first
picture in which Miss Sheridan,
recently designated by a jury of
experts the screen’s champion
“Oomph”
girl,
is given
an
authentic starring role, and it is
easy to see why she was so honored. In addition to displaying
highpowered allure, she creates
a thoroughly entertaining character and sings three of the new
songs in a warm and velvety
voice and with a seductive lilt
that makes her delivery the last
word in the screen singing.
Powell, of course, who previously demonstrated his talents
as a comedian in “Going Places”
and several other pictures, has
another role that seems tailored
to his measure, and he achieves
a hilarious characterization as
the young prof. Miss Page, for
the first time in her screen
career given a chance to demonstrate her vocal talents, emerges
as a lovely creature with an
equally lovely voice.
Backing up their efforts nobly
are Miss Broderick in a typical
role, Zasu Pitts in an equally
characteristic part, Maxie Rosenbloom as a retired prize-fighter
turned butler, Allen Jenkins and
Jerry Colonna as a pair of thieving song writers, and Ronald
Reagan
as a song publisher.
Credit for the smooth and competent direction goes to Ray
Enright who is one of Warner
Bros. most successful
comedy
directors.

Makes Crooning Debut
Gale Page’s warbling of “In a
Moment of Weakness,” a Harry
Warren-Johnny Mercer number,
in Warner Bros.’ “Naughty but
Nice,” is expected to be one of
the screen’s great song hits, and
to establish Gale as one of the
top-notch singers in pictures, It
is the first time she has sung on
the screen, though she was widely
known for her singing voice on
the radio before she came to
Hollywood for a career in films.

NICE WORK IF YOU CAN GET co-starring with these two lovelies, Gale Page
(Mat 201—30c)
and Ann Sheridan, Dick Powell, in "Naughty But Nice.”

MUSIC

MATES—Allen

Jenkins and Jerry Colonna,

cast in the Strand comedy ‘Naughty But Nice."

EMPTIED POCKETS
PRIME REQUISITE
FOR GOOD ACTORS
No actor can be allowed to
bulge during production. This explains, in part, the fact that few
actors can find one of their own
cigarets while on the set and
must ask the prop boys, the script
clerk or a visiting Elk from Indiana to supply one between
“takes.”
“Empty your pockets” is one
of the first rules a young actor
learns when he starts motion
picture work. A cigaret package
is sometimes translated into an
apparent deformity to the oversensitive camera and a wallet in
the hip pocket may add twenty
pounds to the apparent weight
of a leading man in the place
he least wants to appear fat.
One thin handkerchief was all
that Dick Powell allowed himself to carry in his pockets when
he was before the camera for
scenes in “Naughty but Nice,’
the Warner Bros. comedy with
music which is now showing at
the Strand Theatre.
“TI have to be careful,’ he
would say when he was borrowing a match. “Even a package of
matches makes a bulge—and I
can’t afford to look fatter than I
am. If I should be caught in a
strange town in my present condition
— without money, keys,
wallet, auto license or even a
letter showing how much money
I owe the bank, I’d probably
starve before I could convince
anyone that I could be trusted
for the price of a meal.
“This is one time when the
girls have it all over we males.
They’re used to getting on without pockets, and they can keep
their purses handy.
“An actor at work is a man
without pockets. Frank McHugh
has the right idea. He has all the
pockets of the suits he wears for
screen work sewed shut at the
start of the picture. You see,
he’s plump too. He can’t afford
to bulge before the camera.”

Puzzled Over ‘Oomph’
Ann “Oomph” Sheridan is a
little puzzled about the meaning,
pronunciation and a few other
things of the proud title she now
wears, “America’s Oomph girl.”
For example, says Ann, whose
latest
Warner
Bros.
picture,
“Naughty but Nice,” is now
showing at the Strand Theatre,
what is the correct spelling?
Newspapers and wire service
bulletins discovered four ways
to spell it, including ‘“U-u-mm-H!”, in announcing her selection from the group of fifty-six
famous beauties voted on by a
jury of twenty-five distinguished
judges of feminine charm. Radio
chatterers found at least four
ways of pronouncing it.
Page Twenty-three
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Oomph’ Is T.be Word

For Ann Sheridan

2D

THE ‘OOMPH'

GIRL

sings) in ‘Naughty

ON

THE COVER—Ann

Sheridan

But Nice" at the Strand Theatre.

who

stars (and

(Mat 216—30c)

They could have dubbed Ann
Sheridan the new “It-girl.”
They —the men who inform
an appreciative expectant public about glamour girls — could
easily have hailed the flamehaired Ann as the new Clara
Bow.
Wisely, though, they didn’t.
Ann Sheridan doesn’t take up
where someone else left off. She’s
Ann
Sheridan and only Ann
Sheridan. And as such she contributes a vitality, a fire and a
personality that is new to pictures.
Ann Sheridan was elevated to
stardom in “Naughty but Nice,”
her latest Warner

SLAPSIE MAXIE'S
A SUCKER FOR
ANYBODY'S GAG
Helen Broderick’s line probably inspired Maxie Rosenbloom
to complain.
Maxie,
working
under
the
name of “Killer,” was her butler
in “Naughty
but Nice,” the
Warner Bros. comedy currently
showing at the Strand Theatre.
Killer is always tired and considers himself over-worked.
“Killer will take your bag if
he is not too tired,” the script
had Helen say in a scene showing Dick Powell arriving at her
house for a visit. The scene required a good many rehearsals.
Maxie carried the bag for a

couple of hours, then he suddenly decided he was getting
tired. He complained to the prop
man, Mushy Callahan.
“Whatcha got in this bag?”
he asked indignantly. “Bricks?”
“T’ll fix it,” Mushy said, taking
the bag.
Mushy carried the bag to the
prop truck and opened it. But
instead of removing the lead
weights that were used to give
it the heft of a bulky bag, he
added several more. Then he returned it to Maxie.
“That’s better,” said Slapsie
Maxie, tentatively hefting the
bag. “You fellows would wear a
guy out if you had a chance.”

Can’t Resist Zasu
Zasu Pitts started out for a
combination vacation and _ personal appearEAS |
ance tour of
three weeks
and remained
away three
months.
Her
appearance
proved
so
popular she
still could be
touring but
was
called
back to HollyZasu Pitts

wood

to as-

Mat 115—15c
sume her role
as Dick Powell’s spinster aunt
in Warner Bros.’ “Naughty but
Nice” now at the Strand.
JAM SESSION TONIGHT with comedian Helen Broderick ‘flogging
the skins’ in ‘Naughty But Nice" now at the Strand. (Mat 218—30c)

Bros. picture,

which opens next Friday at the
Strand Theatre, and a representative group of intelligent,
discerning and far-sighted gentlemen decided it was time to make
some special note of her charm
and allure.
In solemn conclave they gathered to observe and consider all
the glamour girls of the screen,
and pretties in society and other
walks of life the country over.
When their deliberations were
finished they had elected Ann
Sheridan
“America’s
Oomph
Girl.” The word “Oomph” was
the only one that best described
the particular kind of allure they
had in mind.
It was
a happy choice of
words.
Not
even
the widely
quoted “It-Girl” caught the publie’s fancy quite as much as this
simple, but highly descriptive
one-word portrait—‘Oomph.”
It’s pretty well established in
Hollywood that a beauty contest

ARE

YOU

And

so did Ann

Sheridan, to

prove that you can’t keep an
“Oomph” girl down.
A few years ago Paramount
decided to make a picture called
“Search for Beauty.” Partly to
obtain pretty new faces for the
picture and partly so that filming of the picture wouldn’t be a
secret, the studio launched
a
“Search
for
Beauty”
contest
throughout the land.
In Texas, John Rosenfield of
the Dallas News conducted the
contest. He admits now that Ann
won the contest while ineligible
under the rules. She appeared at
his office a day after the contest
closed but he took one look at
her and reopened it.
Ann’s name isn’t Ann. It is
Clara Lou and she was called
“TLootie” during her school days.
She was born February 15, 1915,
in Dallas, stands five feet five
inches
tall
and
weighs
118
pounds. She danced and sang at
the age of six and was considered a prodigy but would like to
forget that now.
In “Naughty but Nice,” she
sings intriguingly and well in a
low, mellow “oomph” voice. She
discovered she had a blues voice
while in college but never has
sung, with the exception of brief
snatches of song, in other pictures.
There’ll be a lot of new converts to “Oomph” when she is
heard and seen in this picture.

H EPs POPPE?

If you’re a hep cat you’ll know
that Dick Powell is a plumbing
expert.

And you’ll be interested to
know that in his new Warner
Bros. comedy romance, “Naughty
But Nice,” which is currently
showing at the Strand Theatre,
Dick brings some real gut bucket
out of a music box, and the National Jitterbug Champions have
a jam session.
If you’re
corny
(old-fashioned), however, and not hep to
jive, perhaps it should be explained that Dick gets some lowdown music, though at first he is
a cornfed (or symphonic musician), out of a piano in “Naughty
But Nice.” The jam session has
nothing to do with food—its a

gathering of real devotees of
swing.
The language of swing has
rapidly become a definite American dialect. It is universal to
every section, yet it is extremely
difficult to learn, for every section makes it own contribution
to the lingo and it is constantly
changing.
Powell discovered that when
he started filming “Naughty But
Nice” which is a story of Tin

Pan Alley and modern swing
music. For his own amusement

and to aid in portraying his role,
Powell compiled an exhaustive
glossary of modern music terms.
He found that a canary is a
girl singer and that a hipchick
is a girl with an exalted opinion
of herself. A rug cutter or an
alligator is a swing fan. They
are familiar with jive—or the
language of swing fans and cats
(swing musicians).
An
unhipped
person
isn’t
crippled, he just isn’t wise to
jive. Tin ears dislike swing but
it’s a killer diller (or a great
thrill) to a jitterbug. Of course
there are some who claim to be
hepped but they are icky— they
just think they are wise.
Schmaltz is sweet, sentimental
music. Anybody who prefers this
type of music to swing is referred to as “long hair” or “long
underwear.”
When a person says “kill me”
he isn’t courting death, but
wants to be shown a good time.
“Murder” means it’s terrific or
splendid. That’s when a person
“goes out of this world” or completely loses himself in swing.
And of course you know that if
you’re “in the groove”, you’re a
bona fide member of jitterbug
society, because that means your
swinging is right—or should I
say, mellow?

(Women’s

Page Feature)

STRAND COMEDY
SHOWS CONTRAST
IN NEW FASHIONS
Ann Sheridan, the girl who
put “oomph” in the dictionary,
and Gale Page, known as Hollywood’s Sincere Girl, are excellent
foils for each other in Warner
Bros.
picture,
“Naughty
but
Nice” which is currently showing at the Strand Theatre.
Spectacular is the name for
the clothes in which Ann undulates across the screen. Shimmering and form-fitting is a
silver cloth formal with wide
midriff section solidly set with
tiny gold and silver sequins.
Also definitely on the “oomph”
side is a pale yellow taffeta gown
with full skirt and boned strapless bodice embroidered in tiny
silver beads.
Unique is a full-flared gown
of novelty mulberry crepe which
has halter neck straps and wide
belt made
of diamond-shaped
sections of matching suede detailed with gold and green nailheads. Vampish is a hostess coat
of finely-pleated,
cloudy grey
chiffon worn over a moulded
foundation of chartreuse satin.
Gale Page proves that honesty
is the best policy and that in the
long run men like a girl who approves the “cover-up” mode. She
greets the evening as a slim
black sihouette. The neckline is
high and the square yoke is embroidered in bits of black jet.

Emphasis On ‘Up’
Ann Sheridan has discovered
a way to counteract those five
years that upped hair styles are
said to add to the modern lady.
It’s an “upped” make-up which
Ann hit upon while working in
“Naughty but Nice.”
The red-headed one’s directions are to put plenty of lipstick
on natural contours, then draw
the line slightly upward at the
corners with an orange stick.
Rouge should be placed high on
the cheekbones, and the outside
corners of the eyes given an upward lilt with the aid of an eyebrow pencil. If the shape of your
brows permit it, it’s a good idea
to draw them up slightly at the
outer
edges
to complete
the
“upped” effect.

She’s A Rug-Cutter
Helen Broderick took special
lessons in shagging and other
steps beloved
by jitterbugs
from
Sheila
Rae to prepare herself
for. naeht
club scenes in
“Naughty but
Nice.’’ She
did some rug
cutting with
SG Ua pat
Holmes and
the two of
Helen Broderick
them showed
Mat 112—l15c
more stamina
than some of the ’teen age dancers in the picture.
cers in the picture. Veteran comedian Miss Broderick has one of
her
most
hilarious
roles
in
“Naughty But Nice.”

BOY FALLS FOR GIRL and who can blame Dick Powell, when the girl is
Ann (‘Oomph’) Sheridan. The picture is "Naughty But Nice". (Mat 203—30c)

Keeps Streamlined
Ann Sheridan, who is featured
in “Naughty but Nice,” has the

audacity to list football, baseball,
and a dash of tennis as her
orite waking-up exercises.
she never leaves her boudoir
them. She goes through all
motions of each game.

winner has little chance of making good in pictures. A meager
few have risen from the ranks
of contest winners. Mary Astor
did, so did Joan Blondell and
Norma Shearer.
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Special Supplement
To WARNER

Bros.

CAMPAIGN

PLAN

ANN SHERIDAN
IN

“NAUGHTY BUT NICE”
A WARNER

ANN SHERIDAN — Camera Study by Hurrell

BROS.

PICTURE

Mat 301A — 45c

Presenting a new series of advertisements, art and feature stories

which point up the glamorous personality of Ann Sheridan 1n
“Naughty But Nice.” Mats available at local Vitagraph exchanges.

Special Advertising Cop’

GELLING ALL TH
“COCONUTS TO YOU
AND YOUR DESERT ISLAND
3

OF

“ona

AN N

o HE it
IN

“NAUGHTY BL

*‘Glamour’’ ads in one,

ANN

column sizes...
“oomph”? of Ann

SHERIDAN

two and

three

. carrying all the
Sheridan, herself!

Dick Powell - Gale Page - Helen Broderick
Ronald Reagan- Allen Jenkins. Zasu Pitts -Maxie
Rosenbloom -The National J itterbug Champions
Directed by Ray Enright

- A WARNER

BROS.

PICTURE

Original Screen Play by Richard Macaulay and Jerry Wald 9 Music and
Lyrics
by Harry Warren and Johnny Mercer, with acknowledgments
to Richard
Wagner, Franz Lizst, Wolfgang Mozart, Johannes Sebastian Bach

OO

Mat 204-A — 8 inches x 2 col. (222 lines) — 30c

OOMPH

Over $100,000 is being spent on a special campaign selling Ann Sheridan as
the number one glamour girl of the
screen... . these ads will help you
cash in on that valuable build-up!

is Ann’s greatest charm

OOMPH
OOMPH
OOMPH

Naug
OOMPH is

uoring ANN
SHERIDAN
DICK POWELL
HELEN
RONALD
.

- GALE PAGE

BRODERICK
REAGAN

» ALLEN

JENKINS - ZASU PITTS
MAXIE ROSENBLOOM
AND

THE

JITTERBUG

NATIONAL
CHAMPIONS

Directed by Ray Enright
A Warner

Original Screen Play by Richard
.)

Macaulay

and Jerry Wald

Bros. Picture
e Music

and

Lyrics

by Harry

Warren and Johnny Mercer, with acknowledgments to Richard Wagner, Franz Lizst, Wolfgang
Mozart, Johannes Sebastian Bach

Mat 203-A — 5l/, inches x 2 col. (150 lines) — 30c

| and Layouts

PE DUMPH

“HOW TO BE POPULAR

WITH

MEN’

by Ann Sheridan

HAN

LESSON No. 1
Not too much fire...
Not too much ice...
It’s best to be
Just a bit...

T NILE

6b

IT’S THE
“OOMPH” GIRL’S
GREATEST
TRI-OOMPH!

99

killer-diller hit, starring

ANN

SHERIDAN

Dick Powell - Gale Page - Helen Broderick - Ronald
Reagan - Allen Jenkins - Zasu Pitts - Maxie Rosenbloom
and The National Jitterbug Champions
Directed by Ray Enright - A Warner Bros. Picture
Original Screen Play by Richard Macaulay and Jerry Wald
Mercer,

with

acknowledgments

to Richard

Wagner,

+ Music and Lyrics by Harry Warren and Johnny

Franz Lizst, Wolfgang Mozart, Johannes

Mat 302-A — 634 inches x 3 col. (285 lines) — 45c

Some say it’s oomph,
some say it’s spice,
we diagnose it as

aughty
but Nice
Warner Bros.’ hot-weather hurricane

starring

ANN SHERIDAN
Dick Powell - Gale Page
Helen Broderick: Ronald Reagan
Allen Jenkins + Zasu Pitts
Maxie Rosenbloom - and The
National Jitterbug Champions
Directed by Ray Enright
Original Screen Play by Richard Macaulay and
Jerry Wald — Music and Lyrics by Harry Warren
and Johnny Mercer, with acknowledgments to
Richard Wagner, Franz Lizst, Wolfgang Mozart,
Johannes Sebastian Bach

Mat 104-A
7!/, inches (101 lines) — 15c

starring

ANN SHERIDAN
Dick Powell + Gale Page
Helen Broderick + Ronald Reagan
Allen Jenkins + Zasu Pitts
Maxie Rosenbloom and
_ The National Jitterbug Champions
Directed by Ray Enright
A Warner Bros. Picture

Wald e Music and Lyrics by Harry Warren and Johnny
Mercer, with acknowledgments to Richard Wagner,
Franz Lizst, Wolfgang Mozart, Johannes Sebastian Bach

Mat 103-A

5!/, inches (76 lines) — 15¢

Sebastian Bach

S75?)
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Special Publicity. Features and Art

ANN SHERIDAN
“NAUGHTY BUT NICE’
“QOMPH GIRL”
HAS NO FEARS
FOR HER FUTURE
An

ANN

interview

ANN SHERIDAN IS
GLAMOUR STAR
OF NEW COMEDY

with

A few persons who know Ann
Sheridan
intimately
call her
“Tex.” Her mama calls her Clara

SHERIDAN

(America’s “Oomph Girl,” recently elevated to stardom by
Warner
Bros.,
is
currently
starred in “Naughty but Nice,”
coming to the Strand Friday.)
Fortune tellers say that the
next five years of my life will be
the most successful so far as my
career is concerned.
One of them also confided that
I would be married four times.
An astrologist in Los Angeles
warned me that I would have to
work hard for everything I ever
got and a palmist told me that
success would be handed me on
a silver platter, whether I worked
to earn it or not.
So all I really know is what I
can read between the lines of the
scripts they hand me here at
Warner Bros. and I’m not sure
yet, from
those, just which
fortune teller I should believe.
A girl from Texas doesn’t take
the fortune tellers too seriously.
If I were hunting for water on
the range, I’d rather follow the
thirsty cattle to find a drink than
consult the best palmist in the

Lou, for that is her real name.
But she’ll respond in equally as
friendly a manner to “Annie”
and “Red,” for to be called Miss
Sheridan by others than total
strangers makes her ill at ease.
She’s just what the screen, as
well as the football coaches want
—a triple threat gal. She can
act, she can sing, she can dance,
she has beauty and a figure.
What a figure! The kind that
stops traffic when
she walks
down the street.
She’s one of the busiest actresses on the screen teday, her
latest in a steady succession of

Mat 202A — 30c

She Can Take lt— But
She Cant Dish It Out!
Ann

Sheridan

slapped

two

men so hard one day that she
could hardly sit down the next
day.
The slaps were bestowed on
Dick Powell and Bill Davidson.
They were evidence that Ann not
only was provoked but downright angry
in a _ scene
for
Warner
Bros.’ “Naughty
but
Nice,” which opens next Friday
at the Strand
Theatre.
The

script, of course, and not Ann’s
temperament was responsible for
the slaps.
Back and forth across the set
all day long Ann raged and

Mat

ranted, slapping first Powell and
then Davidson. For each “take”
she had to slap each man four
times and Ann didn’t like it. Not
liking it, Ann worried, and the
more she worried, the more often
she went up in her lines.
Finally, Director Ray Enright
told her that every time she went
up in her lines she would have to
submit to a spanking administered by Powell, Davidson and
himself. Ann good-naturedly
agreed but it didn’t help much.
“It looks like she’s welcoming
the spankings as punishment for
slapping us,” Dick said.

101A — I15c

whole State of California. Texas
children are brought up to depend on their own wits and the
direction of the wind.
Perhaps
I
shouldn’t
write
about Texas because, you see,
“Annie doesn’t live there anymore.” She lives out in North
Hollywood where the rampaging
Los Angeles River gnaws at the
banks of her lawn every rainy
season (winter to you).
Texas is a fine big state and
I’m proud of it and of the fact
that I was born in it.
There are some other things I
could do if the fortune tellers
should turn out to be mistaken
and I had to make a living another way —or marry the four
husbands I was told I would
have. I can whistle on my fingers.
I can ride a steer in a rodeo—
at least I have done it. I’m a
former Girl Scout and can start
a fire with two sticks.

Mat 102A — l5c

Mat 201A — 30c

pictures
being “Naughty
but
Nice,” the Warner Bros. comedy
with music
which opens next
Friday at the Strand Theatre.
But
things
weren’t
always
that way for Ann. She is Hollywood’s only feminine survivor
of the well-remembered ‘Search
for Beauty” contest of a few
years ago, when 18 girls and 18
boys were chosen from here and
there over the world and put into
a picture for that name.
She’s active in sports, plays
tennis with both hands (take a
look at those perfect shoulders),
rides, swims, skates, skis, and
can dance like a dream.
Her
singing voice has that comehither
throatal
quality
that
makes for great blues singing.
Her
eyes
are
large,
hazel,
heavily lashed — and lovely!

Scanned from the United Artists collection at the
Wisconsin Center for Film and Theater Research,

with support from Matthew and Natalie Bernstein.
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